This is accompanied by a sub-text that this is in some way less virtuous than embracing a less 'reductionist' view, which assigns a prominent role to epistasis, as in Wright's 'shifting-balance' theory. This is, in fact, a travesty of Fisher's views (Charlesworth, 2000) .
Introduction
Wright developed the adaptive landscape to support his shifting balance theory of evolution.
The shifting balance theory emphasized that progressive improvement by natural selection is too slow by itself to account for biological diversity and the rate of adaptive change.
Wright suggested that random perturbations of gene frequencies in small partially isolated populations may act synergistically with natural selection to explain rapid adaptation and diversity. One may visualize the synergy of random perturbations and deterministic natural selection by imagining the dynamics of populations on an adaptive landscape.
In the adaptive landscape, natural selection corresponds to climbing local hills of increasing fitness. A local peak traps a population to a narrow range of phenotypes that limits opportunities for major improvement in fitness. However, a small population may, by stochastic sampling and drift, change its common nonadditive (epistatic) combinations of interacting genes. Such perturbations of epistatic gene combinations can move a population down a hill and across a valley of lower fitness to the base of a nearby and potentially higher fitness peak. Natural selection then pushes the population up that higher peak, causing a major improvement in fitness relative to the recently abandoned lower peak. Such peak shifts lead to major diversification of phenotype-the shifting balance process (Chapter 5, Wade, this volume).
Wright often presented the local hill climbing aspect of natural selection in terms of Fisher's fundamental theorem. That theorem describes the rate of improvement in fitness caused by natural selection. Wright also ascribed to Fisher the view that local hill climbing by natural selection was the primary force of evolutionary change over long periods of time.
Such local hill climbing does not require a key role for nonadditive gene combinations, so Wright also ascribed to Fisher the view of natural selection acting locally on additive gene effects (Chapter 6, Goodnight, this volume).
Fisher strongly rejected Wright's characterization of the fundamental theorem and, in turn, severely criticized the adaptive landscape. At first glance, it may seem that the WrightFisher controversy ultimately comes down to the opposing views given by each combatant's primary slogan: the adaptive landscape on Wright's side versus the fundamental theorem on Fisher's side.
I clarify two points. First, Wright and Fisher did disagree about whether random perturbations of drift were essential to explain the long-term processes of adaptation and diversification. That disagreement was in fact their primary battle. Much of their sometimes acrimonious mischaracterizations of each other's work on various topics often derived from this single and often unspoken rift with regard to the importance of stochastic fluctuations in small populations. They did not disagree about whether such fluctuations occurred, only the relative importance of those fluctuations in adaptive evolution (Provine, 1986) .
My second point concerns the very different goals of Wright and Fisher with respect to
the adaptive landscape and the fundamental theorem. Wright spent decades of intensive work refining the adaptive landscape theory. He made that effort to provide support for the shifting balance theory as the prime mover of evolutionary change and biological diversity. Fisher did not see the fundamental theorem as having anything to do with their primary disagreement over the roles of geographic isolation and random perturbations in long term adaptive evolution. The fundamental theorem is about the logical nature of selection as a universal law of biology. That law expresses an invariant rate of change caused by natural selection when considered alone as an isolated force, as distinct from the total change to a population caused by a variety of processes including mutation, recombination, competition, and so on. Fisher also presented a quasi-conservation principle: the amount of adaptive improvement by natural selection is typically balanced by an equal and opposite decline in fitness caused by increased competition from simultaneously improved competitors. The total fitness of a population must typically change hardly at all, because population growth rates must typically be close to zero. A continuously growing population would overrun the world; a continuously declining population would soon be extinct.
Fisher had training in mathematical physics. For him, the fundamental theorem had the same power in biology that the great laws of invariance and conservation had in physics.
Those physical laws do not predict how a real, complex, heterogeneous and open physical system will evolve over time. Such predictions of complex dynamics in real systems are often impossible and at best not reducible to a brief and simple expression. In the same way, Fisher never suggested that the fundamental theorem predicted how real populations would evolve over time. Rather, he intended only to express how natural selection as a force necessarily acted within a complex evolutionary system subject to many distinct types of forces. When Fisher and Wright argued, the issues primarily concerned how real populations evolve over long periods of time. Fisher was very interested in the problem of long term evolution, but he also realized that the fundamental theorem had little to say on that topic. The disagreement about drift and dynamics In Fisher and Ford (1950) , Fisher clearly expressed his deepest disagreement with Wright:
The widest disparity. . .which has so far developed in the field of Population Genetics is that which separates those who accept from those who reject the theory of "drift" or "non-adaptive radiation," as it has been called by its author, Professor Sewall Wright of Chicago.
[T]his theory of Sewall Wright. . .claims that the subdivision of a population into small isolated or semi-isolated colonies has had important evolutionary effects; 5 and this through the agency of random fluctuation of gene ratios, due to random reproduction in a small population.
We have long felt that there are grave objections to this view. . . [O] ne, however, is completely fatal to the theory in question, namely that it is not only small isolated populations, but also large populations, that experience fluctuations in gene ratio. If this is the case, whatever other results isolation into small communities may have, any effects which flow from fluctuating variability in the gene ratios will not be confined to such subdivided species, but will be experienced also by species having continuous populations. This fact, fatal to "The Sewall Wright Effect," appeared in our own researches from the discovery that the year-to-year changes in the gene ratio in a wild population were considerably greater than could be reasonably ascribed to random sampling, in a population of the size in question.
Fisher and Ford agreed that random fluctuations by sampling and drift will always occur. But they argued that the fluctuations they observed were too great to be explained by sampling. Instead, fluctuating selection caused by a varying environment appeared to be the cause. They noted that others, such as Dobzhansky, have also presented data on fluctuating gene ratios (frequencies) most likely explained by selection. Fisher and Ford conclude:
Sub-division into small isolated or semi-isolated populations is clearly favourable to evolutionary progress through the variety of environmental conditions to which the colonies are exposed. Moreover, so long as it could be believed that large fluctuations in gene ratios occur only in small isolated colonies by reason of fluctuations of random survival, then it might have been true that such fluctuations themselves favoured evolutionary change in a way that would not be allowed in a continuous distribution of the species. If now it is admitted that large populations with continuous distributions also show year-to-year fluctuations of comparable or greater magnitude in their gene ratios, due to variable selection, the situation is entirely altered. In these circumstances, the claim for ascribing a special evolutionary advantage to small isolated communities due to fluctuations in gene ratios, had better be dropped.
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Fisher and Ford are not saying that major adaptive changes occur only in large, panmictic populations. Rather, they argue that subdivision into small populations and drift are not necessary conditions for significant adaptive change by natural selection. The fluctuating gene frequencies in large populations caused by fluctuating selection may be sufficient to allow shifts in favored gene combinations and the equivalent of a Wrightian peak shift.
To repeat, Fisher's primary argument about major adaptive change is against a necessary role of subdivision, small population size, and drift. Those factors may occur, but major adaptive shifts by altered epistatic gene combinations can arise in other ways. Provine (1986, pp. 301-302) clearly traces the origin of this disagreement between Fisher and Wright to the early 1930s. At that time, the evolution of dominance formed the particular subject of debate, rather than the dynamics of gene frequencies under selection as in the Fisher and Ford paper above. But, as Provine emphasizes, the real argument in the early 1930s that led to the original rift between Fisher and Wright also turned on the alternative views of selection and drift. Provine makes his case by quoting from Wright (1934, p. 50-51) :
From the standpoint of the theory of dominance it may seem of little importance which mechanism is accepted if it be granted that selection has been an important factor. This is not at all the case, however, with the implication of Fisher's and Plunkett's selection theories, for the theory of evolution. Fisher used the observed frequency of dominance as evidence for his conception of evolution as a process under complete control of selection pressure, however small the magnitude of the latter.
My interest in his theory of dominance was based in part on the fact that I had reached a very different conception of evolution (1931) and one to which his theory of dominance seemed fatal if correct. As I saw it, selection could exercise only a loose control over the momentary evolutionary trend of populations. A large part of the differentiation of local races and even of species was held to be due to the cumulative effects of accidents of sampling in populations of limited size. Adaptive advance was attributed more to intergroup than intragroup selection. Provine (1986, pp. 302) nicely summarizes the key point: I think Wright is correct in saying that what really was at stake in the argument with Fisher over the evolution of dominance was not the particular problem of dominance but their differing conceptions of evolution. If either was correct on the evolution of dominance, it was perceived by the other as fatal to his entire conception of evolution.
Fisher's criticism of the adaptive landscape focused on the claim that drift by random sampling is not a necessary condition for significant evolutionary change. Wright's early work did specify random sampling as the key perturbation in small, local populations. However, Wright expanded his framing of drift in later work, probably in response to Fisher and Ford's argument that fluctuating selection could explain how populations may be perturbed from a fixed, local peak on an adaptive landscape. In Wright's (1977, p. 455 ) grand synthesis, he describes the first phase of the shifting balance process as:
Phase of Random Drift. In each deme, the set of gene frequencies drifts at random in a multidimensional stochastic distribution about the equilibrium set characteristic of a particular fitness peak or goal. The set of equilibrium values is the resultant of three sorts of pressures on the gene frequencies: those due to recurrent mutation, to recurrent immigration from other demes, and to selection. The fluctuations in the gene frequencies responsible for the stochastic distribution (or random drift) may be due to accidents of sampling or to fluctuations in the coefficients measuring the various pressures [e.g., mutation, immigration, and selection].
Here, Wright clearly allows that fluctuating selection may be the cause of perturbations to local populations. Fisher was long dead by this time. Fisher might have replied that fluctuating selection works just as well in large populations, so there would in this case be no need to invoke small separated populations as essential to the process. Wright, in turn, may have answered that many small separated populations allow the many parallel independent lines an opportunity to initiate a peak shift, greatly increasing the chance that one local population makes the jump to another peak and then exports its enhanced adaptive combinations through the population. In this view, Wright's primary idea is subdivision of the population into local populations, allowing multiple parallel exploration of the adaptive landscape and thereby greatly accelerating the pace of evolutionary change.
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Fisher probably would have accepted that subdivision might under some conditions have an effect on evolutionary rate, but that such subdivision is neither necessary nor likely to be a commonly important factor.
Fisher's goal for the fundamental theorem Fisher (1958a) stated the fundamental theorem as: "The rate of increase in fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its genetic variance in fitness at that time" (p. 37) and "The rate of increase of fitness of any species is equal to its genetic variance in fitness" (p. 50). At first glance, these expressions seem closely related to Wright's study of the adaptive landscape, which is usually described as a surface of population mean fitness. Fisher's result would then describe how fast natural selection can push a population up a surface of mean fitness.
Wright frequently quoted the fundamental theorem in support of his gradient formulation of the adaptive landscape, in which gene frequencies change at a rate proportional to the slope of the fitness surface, dW /dq, where W is the mean fitness of the population, and q is the frequency of a gene. In what I believe to be Wright's (1988, p. 118 ) last publication, he said: "The effects [on gene frequencies in an adaptive landscape] may be calculated using Fisher's fundamental theorem." These quotes from both Fisher and Wright seem to say that Fisher's theorem is about the rate of change in the mean fitness of a population. That interpretation was adopted by essentially everyone who subsequently commented on the theorem until papers by Price (1972) and Ewens (1989) that I will come to later. But we can see clearly from other statements by Fisher that something is wrong: "In regard to selection theory, objection should be taken to Wright's equation [the expression dW /dq] principally because it represents natural selection, which in reality acts upon individuals, as though it were governed by the average condition of the species or inter-breeding group" (Fisher, 1941, p. 58) and "I have never, indeed, written about w and its relationships. . .the existence of such a potential function [i.e. a function nondecreasing in time]. . .is not a general property of natural populations, but arises only in the special and restricted cases which Wright has chosen to consider." (Fisher, 1958b, p. 290 ).
Fisher and Wright never suggested the other's equations were incorrect. Once again the disagreement is about how to interpret evolutionary process. Wright's goal remains easy to follow. He wanted to understand the various forces that change gene frequency in order to argue for his shifting balance theory of evolution. In developing his theory, he needed expressions for how natural selection changes gene frequencies. Wright repeatedly invoked 
Background
Essentially everyone interpreted Fisher's theorem in relation to the long term dynamics of populations. The theorem seemed to say, at the very least, that the average fitness of a population never decreased. More strongly, the theorem described the dynamical path of mean fitness in relation to genetic variance. Fisher (1930 Fisher ( , 1958a emphasized strongly that his theorem is exact. Yet essentially every commentator in the forty years following the 1930 announcement qualified the theorem by the wide variety of special assumptions required: random mating, large populations, pure additivity of genic interactions (no epistasis), free recombination with no linkage disequilibrium, and no frequency or density dependent interactions. Several analyses showed that mean fitness could decrease under a variety of conditions. Other analyses quantified how closely mean fitness tracked additive genetic variance and thus the extent to which the fundamental theorem was a good approximate result under certain special conditions. Price (1972) provided the first clues about the theorem as Fisher meant it. Ewens (1989) followed with a full, clear proof and exposition. The Price-Ewens exposition showed that Fisher never meant to discuss the long term dynamics of populations. Thus, Wright's use of the theorem and all of the prior commentary about evolutionary dynamics had nothing to do with Fisher's view of the theorem.
I do not give the mathematical details here. Interested readers should consult the extensive literature that has developed, which can be found by tracing citations to (Price, 1972) and (Ewens, 1989) . My own more technical interpretations are in Frank (1997 Frank ( , 2009 ).
Here, I give a simplified expression of the key ideas based on Frank and Slatkin (1992).
Fisher's framing of the problem
Fisher realized that one cannot make a complete model of evolutionary dynamics. Too many factors come into play: changes in the physical environment, changes in competitive intensity within and between species, and changes in the complex nonadditive interactions between genes that fluctuate in frequency. Given the complexity of "open" systems in which forces flow from a variety of unknown sources, Fisher sought a way to define a "closed" subset in which one could completely and exactly study the process of natural selection. Indeed, the first sentences of The Genetical Theory are (Fisher, 1958a ): Natural Selection is not Evolution. Yet, ever since the two words have been in common use, the theory of Natural Selection has been employed as a convenient abbreviation for the theory of Evolution by means of Natural Selection, put forward by Darwin and Wallace. This has had the unfortunate consequence that the theory of Natural Selection itself has scarcely ever, if ever, received separate consideration. To draw a physical analogy, the laws of conduction of heat in solids might be deduced from the principles of statistical mechanics, yet it would have been an unfortunate limitation, involving probably a great deal of confusion, if statistical mechanics had only received consideration in connexion with the conduction of heat. In this case it is clear that the particular physical phenomena examined are of little theoretical interest compared to the principle by which they can be elucidated. The overwhelming importance of evolution to the biological sciences partly explains why the theory of Natural Selection should have been so fully identified with its role as an evolutionary agency, as to have suffered neglect as an independent principle worthy of scientific study.
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The expression of intent seems clear. Fisher wishes to isolate natural selection as a process from the context of particular aspects evolutionary dynamics as they occur in particular instances. Put another way, to study evolutionary dynamics, one must make many particular assumptions that confine the analysis to a particular kind of problem, and so obscure any general principles that may hold for natural selection across all assumptions and particular instances of evolutionary dynamics.
The fundamental theorem explained Perhaps the most confusing aspect arises because natural selection itself changes the environmental standard of measurement by changing gene frequencies (genetic environment), by changing competitive intensity, and perhaps by changing the physical environment. Those effects of natural selection on the standard of measurement are not, in Fisher's system, direct components ascribed to natural selection, but rather indirect components that Fisher lumped into the term for changes in the environment. Although such a partitioning of total evolutionary change may seem arbitrary with regard to defining the consequences of natural selection, there is no other way to isolate the role of natural selection, because natural selection is a force that acts instantaneously in relation to the conditions that hold at that instant. Once one sees this point of view, all else is detail.
Frank and Slatkin (1992) expressed Fisher's partition as follows. The total change in fitness over time, ∆W , in the context of the environment, E, can be defined as
where W |E is mean fitness in the context of a particular environmental state, primes denote one time step or instant into the future, and ∆W is the total change in fitness which nearly everyone had assumed was the object of Fisher's analysis. Fisher's theorem, however, was not concerned with the total evolutionary change, which depends at least as much on changes in the environment as it does on natural selection. Instead, Fisher partitioned the total change into
Fisher called the first term the change in fitness caused by natural selection because there is a constant frame of reference, the initial environmental state, E. The fundamental theorem proves that the change in fitness caused by natural selection is equal to the genetic variance in fitness, where genetic variance is defined in a particular way (see below). Fisher (1958a, p. 45-46) referred to the second term as the change caused by the environment, or as the change caused by the deterioration of the environment to stress that this term is often negative, because natural selection increases fitness but the total change in fitness is usually close to zero:
Against the action of Natural Selection in constantly increasing the fitness of every organism, at a rate equal to the genetic variance in fitness which that population maintains, is to be set off the very considerable item of the deterioration of its inorganic and organic environment. This at least is the conclusion which follows from the view that organisms are very highly adapted. Alternatively, we may infer that the organic world in general must tend to acquire just that level of adaptation at which the deterioration of the environment is in some species greater, though in some less, than the rate of improvement by Natural Selection, so as to maintain the general level of adaptation nearly constant. . .
An increase in numbers of any organism will impair its environment in a manner analogous to, and more surely than, an increase in the numbers or efficiency of 13 its competitors. It is a patent oversimplification to assert that the environment determines the numbers of each sort of organism which it will support. The numbers must indeed be determined by the elastic quality of the resistance offered to increase in numbers, so that life is made somewhat harder to each individual when the population is larger, and easier when the population is smaller. The balance left over when from the rate of increase in the mean value of m [fitness] produced by Natural Selection, is deducted the rate of decrease due to deterioration in environment, results not in an increase in the average value of m, for this average value cannot greatly exceed zero, but principally in a steady increase in population.
Fisher's conservation law for mean fitness Fisher supported this approximate conservation law of mean fitness by arguing that total population growth cannot be continually above zero, otherwise the population would grow without bound. Similarly, total population growth cannot be continually less than zero, otherwise the population would soon disappear. Fisher recognized that one species can increase at the expense of other species, so the total mean growth rate applies to all species potentially in competition with each other.
Fisher clearly emphasized this balance between improvement by natural selection and deterioration by enhanced competition. However, this broad context of the theorem has been almost entirely ignored. Instead, the focus has been on the natural selection component of increase, as in the quote "The rate of increase in fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its genetic variance in fitness at that time" (Fisher, 1958a, p. 50 Average excess, average effect, and genetic variance
The fundamental theorem's logic and its relations to Wright's adaptive landscape depend on two key definitions. Each definition quantifies the contribution of a particular allele to a character, in this case fitness. Here, I give rough verbal descriptions to emphasize the main ideas. Details can be found in Ewens (1989) and Frank (1997) . Note that minor variants of the definitions exist in the literature, but all forms have the same essential meaning.
It is easiest to think of a single diploid genetic locus with two alleles, B and b, and 
Fisher (1958a, p. 31) emphasized that the average excess is not a good measure of the direct contribution of an allele to fitness, but rather is defined simply to describe the change in gene frequency that arises from the distribution of fitnesses among genotypes:
The [average] excess in a factor will usually be influenced by the actual frequency. . .
of the alternative genes, and may also be influenced, by way of departures from random mating, by the varying reactions of the factor in question with other factors.
The average effect is a more subtle measure of the contribution of a particular allele to fitness. Take a population in its current form, fully accounting for nonrandom mating, linkage associations between loci, nonadditive epistatic interactions between genes, and so on. Measure the average effect of the allele B by taking each individual in the population and changing, one at a time, each copy of B to b, and measuring the effect of that change on fitness. The average of each of those changes is the average effect of a gene substitution.
The advantage of this definition is that all aspects of mating pattern and interactions between genes are automatically accounted, because the change is made in each actual genetic combination that exists in the population. The average effect of an allele is the partial regression coefficient of the presence of that allele on fitness.
We use the symbol b j for the average effect of the jth allele on fitness (using the notation and definitions of Frank, 1997) . Then we can write the total change in fitness caused by natural selection as
where the two arises because we assume two alleles at each locus in a diploid genetic system.
This equation says that we can calculate the total change in fitness by natural selection by summing up each change in allele frequency, ∆q j , and weighting that change by the average effect of that allele on fitness, b j . This form provides the clearest expression of Fisher's fundamental theorem. One can also show that this expression is equivalent to the variance in the average effects, which Fisher called the genetic variance in fitness (Ewens, 1989) .
Thus, the change in fitness caused by natural selection is equal to the genetic variance in fitness.
What is fitness?
A key problem concerns the definition of fitness itself. 
Deterioration of the environment
What about the change in fitness caused by the "change in the environment" as expressed
by ∆W E in Eq. (1)? We account for environmental changes by the changes in the average effects. To obtain the changes in average effects, we recalculate the average effect of each allele in the changed population, including any changes in interactions between genes, changes in the array of genotypes caused by mating pattern, changes in competition between individuals, and changes in the physical environment. Frank (1997) wrote the total change in the environment as the total change in average effects
where the prime on q shows that we use the frequencies in the changed populations to weight the changes in average effects for each allele. Putting the pieces together and using the definitions in Equation (1) of Frank (1997) yield the full partition
The natural selection term is equivalent to the genetic variance in fitness. Conservation of total fitness implies that the deterioration of the environment term is typically close to the negative of the first term.
Recently, I have shown that the genetic variance in fitness can also be thought of as a distance between the population before natural selection and after natural selection (Frank, 2009 ). The distance measures the information the population acquires about the environment through the changes in gene frequencies caused by natural selection. Quantifying the consequences of natural selection by an informational measure is conceptually more profound than quantifying the change in fitness by the genetic variance, although the descriptions are mathematically equivalent. I will not pursue here my own informational interpretation, although that interpretation may be necessary to understand the full significance of the fundamental theorem as a law. One's first impression is that the genetic variance in fitness must in general be large and that hence if the theorem is correct the rate of advance must be rapid.
Misunderstandings about additivity
As Dr. Fisher insists, however, the statement must be considered in connection with the precise definition which he gives of the terms. He uses "genetic variance" in a special sense. It does not include all variability due to differences in genetic constitution of individuals. He assumes that each gene is assigned a constant value, measuring its contribution to the character of the individual (here fitness) in such a way that the sums of the contributions of all genes will equal as closely as possible the actual measures of the character in the individuals of the population. Obviously there could be exact agreement in all cases only if dominance and epistatic relationships were completely lacking. Actually, dominance is very common and with respect to such a character as fitness, it may safely be assumed that there are always important epistatic effects. Genes favorable in one combination, are, for example, extremely likely to be unfavorable in another. Thus allelomorphs which are held in equilibrium by a balance of opposing selection tendencies. . .may contribute a great deal to the total genetically determined variance but not at all to the genetic variance in Fisher's special sense, since at equilibrium there is no difference in their contributions. The theorem is clearly designed to express laws rather to than to calculate long term dynamics. Laws play a key role in understanding natural phenomena. Laws also set boundaries that must be satisfied by all systems-necessary but not sufficient conditions by which we may calculate the dynamics of systems. To the extent that one wishes to calculate dynamics, the theorem is limited by its description of laws rather than dynamics. Fisher (1958a, p. 39) used the principles of statistical mechanics to obtain simple laws:
The regularity of [natural selection] is in fact guaranteed by the same circumstance which makes a statistical assemblage of particles, such as a bubble of gas obey, without appreciable deviation, the laws of gases.
To understand statistical mechanics, think of each allele in a population as an individual particle, like a particular atom of an element. The whole population is a collection of particles divided into discrete sets, each set forming the genotype of an individual. The population of a large number of alleles divided into many distinct genotypes is like a large collection of atoms divided into many distinct molecules.
One can study the dynamics of a collection in two distinct ways: particle dynamics or statistical mechanics. In particle based dynamics, one analyzes the dynamics of the 20 aggregate population by following the dynamics of each particle. In genetics, that would mean studying the dynamics of the population and its fitness by analyzing the dynamics all alleles with respect to their assortment into genotypes. Particle based dynamics is the most complete description possible. It is also hopelessly complex for all but the most unrealistically reduced of systems. Thus, any physical study of large aggregates applies statistical mechanics.
In statistical mechanics, one reduces all of the complex dynamics of the individual particles to a simple statistical summary. For example, the movement of each particle can One of Fisher's main goals for his book was to demonstrate the law-like character of natural selection in shaping the biological world. He wanted to put to rest many of the groundless criticisms of natural selection that we continue to hear today. Fisher (1958a, p. 40) continued:
The statement of the principle of Natural Selection in the form of a theorem determining the rate of progress of a species in fitness. . .puts us in a position to judge of the validity of the objection which has been made, that the principle of Natural Selection depends on a succession of favourable chances. The objection is more in the nature of an innuendo than of a criticism, for it depends for its force upon the ambiguity of the word chance, in its popular uses. The income derived from a Casino by its proprietor may, in one sense, be said to depend upon a suggestion of improbability more appropriate to the hopes of the patrons of his establishment. It is easy without any very profound logical analysis to perceive the difference between a succession of favourable deviations from the laws of chance, and on the other hand, the continuous and cumulative action of these laws. It is on the latter that the principle of Natural Selection relies.
These quotes help to understand Fisher's motivation with regard to the fundamental theorem and to analyze his various arguments with Wright about the fundamental theorem and the adaptive landscape. Fisher viewed the fundamental theorem as an invariance law about natural selection rather than an expression of evolutionary dynamics. He fully acknowledged that other evolutionary processes affected dynamics. The fundamental theorem is not a complete statement of evolutionary change, only a statement about natural selection: "Natural Selection is not Evolution" is the first sentence of Fisher's book (Fisher, 1958a, p. vii) .
By contrast, Wright's mathematical theories analyzed gene frequency dynamics, that is, the full dynamics of the individual particles that make up the system. Wright needed to study particle dynamics because he wanted to characterize those situations in which evolutionary systems change from being dominated by particular particle interactions through a transition to which alternative particle interactions dominate. Put another way, Wright was concerned with epistatic gene interactions that bound a population to a local fitness peak, and the change in gene frequencies that would alter the gene combinations to shift a population to a different fitness peak. To study mathematically that sort of peak shift, Wright did not study full dynamics of real systems, which is not possible, but instead reduced system size to a small number of genes (particles) to capture the particular interactions in an explicit way.
Key points in the Fisher-Wright controversy
My main argument is that Fisher and Wright talked past each other with regard to the fundamental theorem and the adaptive landscape. They did so because each was usually arguing about some other issue, although in a way that often left the subtext obscure.
There are four main ways in which Fisher and Wright talked past each other. These four items help to parse the Fisher-Wright controversy and to understand more deeply the history and key concepts of evolutionary theory.
Wright lacked interest in Fisher's general laws
Wright always tried to parse the fundamental theorem in relation to its consequences for long-term evolutionary dynamics. I think almost everyone analyzed the fundamental theorem in this way. The reason is that mathematical theory in science is often regarded as simple dynamical expressions: start with initial conditions and hypothesized rules of change and calculate the predicted outcome. The predicted outcome is the dynamical expression of the future state of the system given the initial conditions and rules of change.
Certainly all of Wright's mathematical theory is cast in this standard dynamical framework. His mathematics may be technically dense at times, but the framing and goals are usually very clear in regard to the standard view of dynamical theory in science.
Reading Fisher's exposition of the fundamental theorem in the context of his book, I find it hard to understand how everyone could have tried to force the theorem into this standard dynamical context. As I showed above, Fisher gave an invariance law and an approximate conservation law. The invariance is that the rate of change in fitness caused by natural selection is always the genetic variance in fitness. He made clear that another component of evolutionary change in total fitness must always be ascribed to the deterioration of the environment. In the approximate conservation law, mean fitness remains nearly constant, thus the deterioration of the environment must usually be nearly equal and opposite to the increase by natural selection in order to maintain nearly constant total fitness.
In Wright's (1977) As noted, Fisher's theorem holds strictly only under the assumption of random combination of loci. It applies in equilibrium populations with respect to genes with wholly independent effects, in spite of linkage.
Long term dynamics and the rate of adaptation
Wright labeled Fisher's theorem as one of random mating for two reasons. First, Wright ignored Fisher's development of laws about natural selection and instead interpreted Fisher with respect to a theory of long term evolutionary dynamics. Technically, this means that Wright ignored Fisher's partition of total evolutionary change into two components, natural selection and change of the environment. In Fisher's theory, some of the total evolutionary change under nonrandom mating falls into the change of the environment, in the sense that changing genotype frequencies alter the genetic environment of each gene (Frank & Slatkin, 1992) .
Second, Wright wanted to create a contrast between their views on the rate of adaptation. For example, in Wright (1988, p. 122 ):
Fisher's "fundamental theorem of natural selection" was concerned with the total combined effects of alleles at multiple loci under the assumption of panmixia in the species as a whole. He recognized that it was an exceedingly slow process. In the quotes given above from Fisher and Ford (1950) In spite of the clear comments in Fisher and Ford (1950) , Wright continued to claim that Fisher believed adaptive evolution to be an exceedingly slow process in large, mixed populations. Wright contrasted this Fisherian strawman with his own view of rapid adaptive change driven by population subdivision, random perturbation of gene frequencies by small population size, followed by rapid adaptive evolution when new gene combinations are favored by natural selection. Fisher and Ford (1950) agreed that Wright's theory would lead to rapid adaptive evolution, but they regarded that theory as neither necessary nor likely for the explanation of rapid adaptive evolution. It is true that inheritance is controlled by the sum of the direct effects calculated for each independent gene, because in the short term, it is only those direct effects that get transmitted from parent to offspring after the sexual mixture of parental genomes. The. . .diagrams. . .represent cases in which the population is assumed to be so large and its individuals so mobile that there can be no significant effects of accidents of sampling, giving rise to the panmixia assumed by Fisher (1930) to be characteristic of species in nature under similar environmental conditions throughout the range. This assumption was basic to the derivation of his "fundamental theorem of natural selection" (1930, p. 35 It is, I think, clear from Sewall Wright's allusions to the subject that he has never clearly grasped the difficulties of interpretation of such expressions as dW dp in which the numerator involves the average of W for a number of different genotypes greatly exceeding the number of gene frequencies p on which their frequencies are taken to depend. It is likely, therefore, that he does not share my reasons for putting a particular and well defined meaning upon the phrase 'average effect of a gene substitution'.
Additivity versus genetic interactions
Fisher's point is that, for two different alleles at a locus, there are three different genotypes.
Thus, for 1000 different loci, there are 3 1000 different genotypes, which far exceeds the size of any population. Thus, the notion of dp for a change in gene frequency may not have much meaning with respect to mean fitness, because a discrete additional copy of an allele for a change dp in frequency must often be added in a way that creates a novel genotype, the composition of which would be hard to predict even in a very large population. The discreteness of genotypes and the rarity of many genotypes means that average fitness cannot reliably change in a smooth and regular way with smooth changes in gene frequencies. Wright (1964, p. 219) acknowledged that the mathematical formulation of the adaptive landscape could be used only when there are a small number of loci or one makes very regular assumptions about genetic effects:
The summation in the formula for W has, however, as many terms as there are kinds of genotypes, 3 1000 for 1000 pairs of alleles. This, of course, points to a practical difficulty in calculating ∆q for more than two or three pairs of interacting factors, unless a regular model is postulated.
I suggested earlier that Fisher was reluctant to argue about the fundamental theorem as a law rather than a statement of dynamics. In Fisher's exchanges with Wright, Fisher usually kept to the issue of long-term evolutionary dynamics and the rate of adaptation, topics that from his point of view were not directly related to the theorem. One clear exception shows the point, from Fisher (1958b, p. 290 principally because it represents natural selection, which in reality acts upon individuals, as though it were governed by the average condition of the species or inter-breeding group" (Fisher, 1941, p. 58) . Wright (1964, p. 219) responded to that criticism many years later:
As I understood it, Fisher [was] . . .trying to arrive at a theorem on the rate of increase of "fitness" under natural selection that applies to a species as a whole.
My purpose was to obtain a formula for change of gene frequency in a random breeding deme in cases that involve factor interaction.
I think it is generally true that Wright was interested in gene frequency change rather than mean fitness. But his adaptive landscape metaphor of climbing fitness peaks by natural selection was a prominent part of his view. Indeed, in Wright (1942, p. 241 
